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This conference was the culmination of the AHRC-funded project Italian Cinema Audiences 
1945-60. It brought together international scholars working on audience studies in film, 
television and new media, and offered an entertaining, stimulating and insightful overview of 
research in the discipline.  

Professor Robert Allen (UNC Chapel Hill) opened the conference with an inspiring keynote 
address entitled ‘A Few Comments on a Little Class Exercise: Re-imagining the first Decade 
of Cinema History’. Bobby’s work in the field of audience studies and urban history has been 
path-breaking, from his Digital Humanities project Going to the Show 
(http://docsouth.unc.edu/gtts/), which documents early cinema-going in North Carolina, to 
Main Street, Carolina (http://mainstreet.lib.unc.edu/), which enables users to add a variety of 
sources - photographs, postcards, newspaper ads and articles, architectural drawings, 
historical commentary, family papers, and excerpts from oral history interviews – to 
historical maps using GIS technology, and create a virtual archive in which cinema-going is 
embedded within a broader social context. Bobby’s research projects emerge from and 
alongside his pedagogy, and that was one of the messages of his keynote – that collaborative 
work, using simple technologies such as DH Press, and drawing upon the mass of digitized 
sources such as newspapers and government documents can produce new, exciting and 
unexpected outcomes. His mantras, ‘start where you want’, ‘dig where you stand’, and ‘trust 
that something may come out’ are both reassuring and galvanizing, and although the situation 
in Italy is less promising in terms of the wealth of easily accessible digitized sources, his call 
for a multi-scale historiography that goes beyond a nostalgic mode of antiquarian history, and 
engages with the granularity of history in an experimental and non-teleological fashion, 
excited our conference participants. Bobby talked through his project with students on 
documenting itinerant cinema in North Carolina in the 1900s; they use railroad maps and 
local newspapers both to plot the movement of nickelodeons and minstrel shows, but also, 
crucially, to explore discursive silences (in his case, around race), invoking Edward Said’s 
‘normalized quiet of unseen power’. Bobby’s work privileges connections, between people, 
places, processes, and modes of knowledge, and he summed up his profoundly humanist take 
on Digital Humanities pithily in the rallying cry: ‘Relationships before ontology’. It was a 
dynamic and thought-provoking way to start the conference. 

Session 1: Different Approaches in Researching Italian Audiences 

Our first session began with a co-authored presentation from Dalila Missero (Bologna) and 
Damiano Garofalo (Padua), who investigated the relation between housewives and media 
consumption during the period from 1950 to 1970. Beginning with a historical overview of 
the term casalinga di Voghera (a culturally constructed cliché used to denote middle-class 
housewives), Missero and Garofalo illustrated how housewives were perceived and portrayed 
as unsavvy media consumers. While women were active cinema-goers in the post-war period, 
social mores and gender conventions placed restrictions on their access to the cinema. 
Missero and Garofalo’s qualitative analysis of press discourse revealed commentary on 



cinemas as dark and dangerous male dominated spaces, where ‘una ragazza sola non è libera’ 
(Annabella, 31 July 1960). The threat of molestation reported on in popular magazines such 
as Annabella also figures widely in the memories of participants interviewed as part of the 
Italian Cinema Audiences investigation of the cinema-going experience.  

 As the numbers of women attending the cinema fell, the consumption of new and 
alternative media (TV, radio and magazines) within the domestic space became central to the 
way housewives accessed public life. Through these diverse forms of media consumption, 
Garofalo and Missero demonstrated how housewives ‘actively built their tastes’. In their re-
evaluation of consumer trends among housewives, Garofalo and Missero challenged the 
conventionally held view of this segment of the audience as passive media consumers, while 
simultaneously highlighting the specious nature of the casalinga di Voghera label. 

 

                         

                         Figure 1 Cinema as a dark and dangerous space (Damiano Garofalo and 
Dalila Missero) 

  

In the session’s second paper, Giovanni Memola (Winchester) put forward a case for the 
study of musica leggera as a historiographical source within an investigation of cinema-going 
activities and film tastes among Italian audiences. Using a qualitative analysis of song lyrics, 
Memola identified a sample of fifty-five songs that refer to or describe various aspects of the 
cinema-going experience.  Spanning a fifty-year period from the 1960s to the present, the 
sample includes songs such as Sono contento (Gianna Morandi, 1963), Al cinema (Lucio 
Battisti, 1978) and Limonare al multisala (J-Ax, 2008). Applying Marco Peroni’s 
classification of musica leggera as ‘non-formal historical documents’, Memola illustrated 
how songs such as Battisti’s Al cinema can be used to identify ‘fragments of reality’.                           
In the final paper of this session from Dom Holdaway (Bologna), we moved to a discussion 
of contemporary cinema audiences. Through big data analysis, Holdaway illustrated how 
patterns of consumption can be used to assess the presumed cultural value of films in receipt 
of state funding under the Decreto Urbani (2004) legislation. This analysis focused on films 
released during the period from 2005 to 2014. In light of plans to replace the current 
programme for public investment in film production with a new system based on the French 



model, Holdaway’s presentation offered a timely reflection on the reception of films that 
have been awarded funding in merit of their ‘cultural interest’ status. Beyond a few notable 
exceptions including La grande bellezza, Holdaway highlighted how many of these films 
struggle to find an audience beyond the festival circuit. With reference to scores on the 
ratings website www.mymovies.it  (given by both critics and members of the public) 
Holdaway questioned the validity of the cultural interest classification applied to these films. 
In addition to poor box-office performance, Holdaway also pointed to the closed nature of the 
funding system describing its association with a select group of directors, producers and stars 
as ‘nepotistic’.         
               

                	

Our second keynote, by Professor Mariagrazia Fanchi (Milan), on ‘Re-territorializing 
Audience Studies’, drew upon the recent report on young people in Italy (‘Rapporto 
Giovani’) which suggested that there has been an increase in cinema-going among 
Generation Z (those born after 1995). She used this finding, together with data from three 
different research projects in which she has been involved, as a platform to ask how Italian 
teenagers experience cinema in the digital age, working against notions of cultural 
pessimism, and considering cinema as an embodied and embedded negotiation and 
experience, eliciting multiplicities’ expressions of response. She then addressed user-
generated practices of remixing and ‘prosuming’, and how they might reveal both a nostalgia 
for the cinema space itself, and an enduring sense of cinema as distinctive and extra-ordinary, 
even in a context dominated by digital media, home viewing and multiple screens, as well as 
by a decline in the number of cinemas themselves. Mariagrazia shared some particularly 
striking drawings of children’s ideas of ‘cinema’ that constituted a unique methodological 
slant on audience studies at the conference. She raised the question of whether Italy might be 
an anomaly in relation to this growing interest in cinema, but it was stimulating to hear a call 
for the next generation to be given a chance, and for scholars to acknowledge both the 
particularity of different viewing contexts, and the extent to which young people continue to 
regard film as an intense emotional experience. Nonetheless, Marigrazia also observed that 
while cinema is an apparatus producing identity for the younger generations, it is also one 
‘reproducing inequality’. In particular, she linked this inequality to Italian girls’ relative lack 
of skill as ‘prosumers’ that her recent research has uncovered, pointing to the need for greater 
attention to the gendered nature of young people’s engagement with media. 

 

 

Panel 2: Un cinema in pillole: Forme di riduzione dei film e fenomeni di consumo oltre 
la sala negli anni cinquanta 

The speakers of this panel had co-ordinated their research angles in advance, making for a 
series of stimulating and interlinking insights into the relationship between the audience, the 
paratextual and the film text in the 1950s. In particular, they were interested in how, as 
cinema developed, the media supporting cinema-going offered forms of consumption that 
directed the ways in which spectators consumed cinema outside the cinema and offered 
access in a personal, affective key, anticipating the ways in which technology today offers 
access to media on small personal devices. Raffaele De Berti (Milan) opened the panel with 



a study of how films were told in one of Italy’s leading photo news magazines of the 1950s: 
Oggi. In ‘Il racconto del film nei rotocalchi di attualità degli anni Cinquanta. Il caso di 
«Oggi»’, after setting the magazine in the broader context of an increase in summaries and 
accounts of films in popular cartoons, photoromances, and magazines from the 1940s, he 
took 1952 as his sample year. Examining how of the 22 films selected for special attention in 
the column ‘Documentari fotografici’, which re-told films through a series of commented 
stills, 19 were films from the past, he argued that the magazine carried out a project of 
recuperation in which ‘great cinema’ became great cinema of the past, supposedly reflecting 
its petit-bourgeois, largely female readership and dismissing Italy’s own contemporary active 
film industry. He contrasted this with the more popular magazine Novelle Film, which 
showed classics such as The Blue Angel, but many more contemporary Italian films. In 
contrast to Oggi’s work of conservative canonization, Elena Mosconi’s (Pavia) work revealed 
the importance of paying more attention to the circulation of the reduced format film in 
Italian audience history. In ‘Un gioco da ragazzi: l’esercizio e il consumo di film a passo 
ridotto’, she revealed how the format was originally conceived of as a way for the Catholic 
establishment, via the San Paolo film organization, to maintain control of films by selecting 
the kinds of films that could be adapted and censored for circulation in its own venues, parish 
cinemas in particular. Easy to use, and lower in cost, the format offered religious 
projectionists a way of avoiding government regulations and creating a monopoly. However, 
as the kinds of films that got converted increased in number and variety, Mosconi argued that 
the reduced film format actually took off to provide ordinary people with access to popular 
cinema, reaching schools, ships, hospitals, homes, and rural areas in particular. At the same 
time, it encouraged a level of popular control over the projection experience, as amateur 
projectionists of the reduced format formed their own clubs, which numbered almost 500 in 
the 1950s, although this remained a largely male activity. Popular appropriation of the film-
going experience was something that Marco Cosci (Venice) grew up with, as he opened his 
paper ‘Le note del film: identità, memoria e consumi della musica oltre lo schermo’ with the 
anecdotal memory of his grandma’s affection for the song ‘Ma l’amore no’, famously sung 
by Alida Valli in Stasera niente di nuovo: in memory of an enjoyable afternoon seeing the 
film with a friend his grandmother kept and played the score for years. Cosci’s research 
shows that the musical score, which saw an increase in publication in these years, played an 
important role in developing audience engagement with cinema in an era when accessing the 
film itself for a second time could be impossible. Eighty percent of these songs addressed 
love, and were fundamental in linking cinema to that other major pastime of the 1950s: 
dancing, by providing the means to connect what happened on screen to the performative 
spaces of daily life. The industry itself recognized the importance of this links, even running 
a competition for the composition of a song for the film Poveri ma belli. Since a large 
number of songs from US films were published in Italy, the musical score was a means of 
consolidating the transnational role of cinema in this period, whilst it also provided a means 
of personal appropriation of a global phenomenon. This was amply demonstrated in the 
following break by the musical talents of both Marco and Elena, thanks to the fortuitous 
presence of a grand piano in the seminar room! 

The day ended with drinks on the terrace (introducing many Italians to the delights of 
Pimms!) and a wonderful dinner at the Ashmolean Museum. The second day of the 
conference opened with our final keynote, by Professor Martin Barker (Aberystwyth): 
‘Studying Audiences on a Big Stage: Facing New Challenges’. Martin has been a leader in 



the field of audience studies, known not only for the establishment of the journal 
Participations, but also for leading the largest international audience survey, relating to the 
Lord of the Rings cycle, which gathered over 25,000 responses. In his keynote, he examined 
some of the findings from a follow-up to that project relating to reception of The Hobbit. One 
of the challenges arising from his research has been how to weight the individual response 
within this kind of big data. One question his team found useful to ask in this respect was: ‘Is 
there anything about you personally that would help us to understand your answers to our 
questions?’ Whilst many respondents ignored this, it often provided the key for enthusiasts 
and female respondents (if fewer ‘critics’) to open up about the significance of film in their 
lives. Twenty people even used the expression ‘it saved my life’ in relation to the film. What 
a study of this kind reveals is the profound significance film can have for everyday life and 
personal ideology. Honing in, for example, on what he defined as 850 ‘intercultural’ 
responses, which foreground the spectator and the film’s differing national origins, Martin 
pursued the function of the label ‘cosmopolitanism’, exploring the ways in which a large 
subset of respondents used their engagement with the film as a way of challenging their 
relationship with the national in new and complex ways that are not covered by the current 
lines of approach. Indeed these findings have led him to question the usefulness of some 
recurrent terms in audience studies, such as: migration, diasporas, identities, hybridity and 
transnationality. Instead, in particular there emerged reasons not to be national in discussion 
of the film that engaged with a secondary set of competencies that we might label 
‘cosmopolitan’ viewing practices. These practices cite an engagement with: travel or settling 
in a different country as a means of adopting and adapting; second language use and 
acquisition as trying out skills; studying ‘others’ as a form of personal development; work 
roles as developing specificity or expertise; love of the books as the ability to value a (second 
language) original; film connoisseurship as a means of mapping world cinema, and personal 
engagement as form of hope. These insights invite us always to take the response of the 
individual, and what he or she is willing to share of his or her context, as seriously as the big 
data. Furthermore, Barker demonstrates how to put these two methods into productive 
dialogue with one another. 



	

Figure	2	Professor	Martin	Barker	delivers	his	keynote 

Panel 3a: Pratiche spettatoriali e consumi mediali 

Spectators of the postwar period, real and imagined, haunted this panel, giving rise to an 
interesting debate about the challenge of re-covering the ‘lost’ audience through either oral 
history, archival documentation, or the popular press. A particularly invisible audience was 
the subject of ‘Voci, tattiche e performance del pubblico omosessuale italiano tra secondo 
dopoguerra e anni Settanta’ , in which Mauro Giori (Milan) drew upon an eclectic range of 
sources to recover the traces of a homosexual audience in the postwar period, from 
parliamentary acts to specialist journals. For example, he noted that it was in a journal of 
sexology, rather than in the film press, that debate about homosexuals and cinema, , first 
arose. Another source of these audience traces included the cinema itself, not so much in the 
more typical manifestations of a supposedly ‘homosexual’ sensibility, but in the very 
comedies that might represent the homosexual spectator as ‘other’, such as La rimpatriata 
(Damiani, 1963). Giori cited an episode of this film, in which a homosexual molester gets 
thrown out of the cinema, but also invited to come back by the cinema-owner, eager to retain 
regular clientele. In a subtle and persuasive reading, Giori suggests that this comic disavowal 
acts as an admission of the cinema as a space in which homosexuals might gather and 
interact. In debate following Giori’s paper, it became clear that it was the affective dimension 
of homosexuality that was perceived to be particularly dangerous in representing 
homosexuality, which further underlines the need for comic address in the period. It is an 
address that Giori nonetheless suggests we take seriously as a trace of a public that was 
perhaps not as silent after all. Constructions of spectators also dominated ‘Cantate con noi: 
canzoni, pubblico e censura nel filone napoletano’, in which Massimiliano Gaudiosi 
(Naples) examined the discursive construction of the audiences for the Neapolitan melodrama 
of the 1940s and ’50s. With a particular focus on censorship documents in relation to these 
films, Gaudiosi showed how the films’ immense popularity with popular third-run cinema 
audiences in Naples and its environs were acknowledged, whilst the products themselves and 
their audiences were dismissed with recourse to clichéd and regionalist comments about 



appetite. This dismissal of their own public extended to the film-makers themselves, and 
makes their history all the more difficult to recover. Nonetheless, Gaudiosi underlines how 
the use of popular Neapolitan songs in the films drew upon the success of the record industry, 
demonstrating, as in Marco Cosci’s earlier paper on film scores, how the important 
intersection between music and film fandom also deserves more attention from cinema 
audience studies. The mysterious question of fan letters was addressed by Sarah Culhane 
(Bristol) in her paper: ‘From the Archive to Video Interviews: Italian Cinema Audiences and 
the Practice of Writing to Female Stars’. Mysterious because, as Sarah explained, whilst the 
letters pages of popular film magazines of the 1940s and 1950s, such as Hollywood, are full 
of responses to requests for stars’ addresses’, of the 160 Italians over-65 interviewed across 
Italy for the Italian Cinema Audiences project about their film-going experiences very few 
remember or admit to remembering having written to stars. Furthermore, as Sarah’s brief film 
demonstrated, laughter or smiles often accompany their denial. There may be several reasons 
for this: that the magazines exaggerated the quantity of requests (although this would seem 
peculiar considering the detail with which they respond to such requests, including model 
letters for writing to stars); reticence about admitting to a practice that now seems naïve; or, 
finally, perhaps the way in which our interviews were conducted, which did not give enough 
space for such memories to return.  Indeed our Unitre representative, Liliana Riccardi, said 
that she did remember sending fan mail with her school friends in Turin of the 1950s, 
offering another perspective to incorporate into our study and examine further. 

	

Figure	3	Massimiliano	Gaudiosi	presents	on	the	filone	napoletano 

Panel 3b, on ‘Transnational Perspectives on Italian Audiences’, ranged from the 
reception of Soviet films in Italy in the 1950s and ’60s, via audiences for Italian film in 
France and Switzerland, to contemporary Italian audiences’ responses to European cinema. 
The four papers thus brought out both the important transnational dimensions of audience 
studies, as well as practices of circulation and transmission. The paper by Ekaterina 
Mityurova (Florence) addressed a little-studied and fascinating sector of distribution and 
exhibition – that of Soviet films in Italy in the 1950s and 1960s. In the late 1950s, diplomatic 



agreements on cultural and cinematic exchanges allowed greater openness to Soviet films, 
previously restricted to Communist Party cineclubs, and this was accompanied by the 
rediscovery of 1920s Soviet avant-garde cinema, in particular Sergei Eisenstein. Drawing 
upon research in the archives of the SEF (Sovexportfilm – the government organization in 
charge of film export) the paper demonstrated how SEF developed new strategies for the 
distribution and promotion of their films in the Italian market, looking in particular at two 
very different examples, The Cranes are Flying and War and Peace. Valerio Coladonato’s 
(Paris) stimulating paper on French audiences of Italian film used archival sources such as 
surveys and magazines produced for the Italian migrant community to examine the potent 
role of male stars such as Raf Vallone, Amedeo Nazzari, Alberto Sordi  and Lino Ventura in 
negotiating images of Italian masculinity at a time of large-scale Italian immigration to 
France. His paper also brought out effectively how press discourses on the French popularity 
of female stars, such as Sophia Loren and Gina Lollobrigida, can be read as representing 
cultural anxieties about the behaviour of immigrant Italian girls in a foreign society. He has 
also interviewed several older Italians in France about their memories of cinema-going, and 
attended events at several cultural associations, and his future research will contextualise 
these memories in relation to broader leisure and cultural activities of migrants, through the 
lens of Froger and Tullio’s concept of ‘imaginary sociability’. Mattia Lento (Oxford), 
meanwhile, examined the cineclubs of the Federazione delle Colonie Libere Italiane in 
Switzerland established between the 1960s and 1980s for Italian migrants. These clubs, 
which numbered over twenty, have been little studied, and yet they played an important role 
in shaping the cultural and political education of Italian audiences. Lento focused on the 
figure of the mediatore/animatore, who led debates and provoked political discussion, and 
then discussed the fascinating figure of Filippo Maria De Sanctis, a little-known critic and 
educator, who played a central role in developing the cineclubs. Works such as De Sanctis’ 
1970 Il pubblico come autore: l’analisi del film nelle discussioni di gruppo surely deserve 
critical analysis, and can tell us much about how the (diasporic) audience was conceived and 
addressed by cultural gatekeepers. Finally, the research by Martina Lovascio and Huw 
Jones (York), which forms part of the MeCETES project  (a collaborative research project on 
the circulation and reception of contemporary European film and TV drama), presented data 
on the Italian market for European films, and then discussed how they had used twenty focus 
groups in Italy, Germany, Bulgaria and the UK in order to investigate further whether and 
how audience preferences differed from nation to nation. They produced interesting results: 
case studies revealed that Italian focus groups, in discussing Intouchables, demonstrated 
anxieties about the excessive local-ness of Italian comedy and its consequent inexportability. 
Meanwhile, in discussing another French film, Girlhood, Italian viewers placed more 
emphasis on the race of the protagonists than respondents of other nationalities, perhaps 
reflecting a lower level of racial integration, and pointing interestingly to the extent to which 
the circumstances in which Italian (and European) audiences consume European films are 
conditioned by local and national factors. 

In a plenary session the Italian Cinema Audiences team presented their project and some of 
their findings. Project collaborator John Sedgwick (Portsmouth) has provided the team with 
valuable research on the economics of film-going in Italy in the 1950s, which supplements 
our qualitative findings. He presented some data on the exhibition and circulation of films in 
Italy in a specific moment – January 1954 – which allows us to identify the life-cycles of 
films in particular cities (their movement from prima visione to seconda to terza, and how 



long each stage lasts). Broken down at the level of genre and nationality this data helps us to 
understand regional and local differentials in programming and box-office takings in a given 
historical moment. Our other external collaborators, Lorenzo Fenoglio from Memoro, the 
organization that conducted the interviews with Italian cinema-goers for us, and Liliana 
Riccardi from Unitre (Università delle tre età/University of the Third Age), who have 
distributed questionnaires, provided interviewees and attended focus groups, then spoke 
about the contributions that they had made to the project, which have been invaluable. The 
project team then presented on aspects of our research: Silvia Dibeltulo gave a statistical 
overview of the data we have collected; Sarah Culhane took an in-depth look at our 
audiences’ responses to particular stars such as Sophia Loren; Danielle Hipkins used our 
interview responses as a basis on which to begin to examining constructions of Italian 
girlhood in both memory and in lived practice, using examples such as female interviewees’ 
memories of imitating Hollywood acquatic star Esther Williams. Catherine O’Rawe 
discussed how we can use video interviews to understand and analyses embodied memories 
of cinema-going, focusing particularly on one interviewee, Giorgio, and his affective 
responses to the elaboration of his own memories. Daniela Treveri Gennari concluded the 
presentation by outlining the impact that the project has already had, especially in the 
‘Sharing Memories’ events we have conducted in Italy, and pointing the way to future 
iterations of the project, including a plan for an interactive portal which will allow for user-
generated content to be uploaded. 

In one of two final panels, on Past and Current TV Consumption, it became clear that 
cinema scholars can learn from television studies scholars, for whose discipline the audience 
has always been at the centre of their research, not only in terms of methodology, but also in 
terms of the neglected intermediality that informs the average viewer’s experience. The first 
half of the panel provided us with a succinct overview of the rapidly changing modes of 
consumption of television, in which new technologies of viewer control place concepts such 
as ‘time-shifting’ at the centre of viewing practices, changing not only how people watch (at 
their own convenience), but their demand for certain kinds of television (such as quality TV 
fiction) that often overlap with or feed off cinematic tastes. With their opening paper, 
‘Building A Different Audience. Industry Strategies and Viewers’ Responses to Sky Italia 
Premium TV Fictions’, Luca Barra and Massimo Scaglioni (Milan) reviewed the 
successful trajectory of Sky television in Italy. They observed that pay television audiences 
constitute 20% of the national TV audience and are younger than the average TV viewer. The 
higheraudiences’ expectations, based on their consumption of US quality television, have 
driven Sky Italia to take more control of its own productions, with successes of a “new wave’ 
in Italian TV fiction production such as Romanzo criminale, 1992, and Gomorrah. Their 
fascinating analysis of audience data demonstrated how Sky Italia has been able to diversify 
and market its products even for this niche market, producing series popular with both older 
(1992) and younger (Gomorrah) age groups. Complementing this take on Sky Italia’s new 
role in Italy, Romana Andò (Rome) took a broader look at the role of television in Italian 
everyday life with ‘Rethinking the TV experience. Italian audiences and the new centrality of 
television(s)’. Presenting the findings of the Social TV Observatory surveys of 2014 and 
2015, she showed how television was taking up more of Italians’ time, but was being selected 
much more carefully. Crucial here is the number of devices to which an increasing number of 
Italians have recently gained access, and her research shows that the more devices viewers 
have, the more television they watch. The key here is flexibility – a mother whose children 



are ‘hogging’ the TV, can now retire to her room with an iPad. Nonetheless, the TV screen 
remains a favourite consumption practice, and shared consumption practice co-exists with the 
use of personal devices.  

Taking us back to the early days of television, the final two papers in the panel both showed 
how important it is to use new sources to re-examine assumptions about early television 
audiences. With ‘Archives of memory. Audience’s personal remembrances as sources for 
early TV history’ Cecilia Penati (Milan) wove a rich tapestry depicting the place of 
television in memories of the period 1954-1960, based on twenty “limited life stories”. Her 
paper revealed many areas of discursive overlap with the ‘Italian Cinema Audience’ 
memories of cinema in the 1950s, showing how, like cinema, television has crystallized in 
memory as a form of magic, reward, and essential entertainment in everyday life. Here too, 
coming towards the era of the economic boom, particularly strong in the North, early 
television is associated with a fortunate period in the participants’ lives, giving rise to a 
markedly nostalgic gaze upon the past. As in the Italian Cinema Audiences project, the use of 
oral history to study everyday experience of a medium which has already entered into a 
particular discursive history, brings up questions about how personal memory may be 
inflected by and read within the context of these more public forms of memory mediated by 
popular magazines, films and commercials.  A case in point, for example, might be the 
programme Lascia o Radoppia?, regularly watched by 15 million Italians in 1956, but also 
re-written in audience memories of this period through references to it as cultural litmus test 
in films like C’eravamo tanto amati (Scola, 1974). With her paper ‘Television audiences and 
the Lascia o raddoppia phenomenon’, Emma Barron (Sydney/Bologna) provided fascinating 
revisions of audience responses to this programme and the RAI’s public address. Using RAI 
audience enjoyment ratings for different episodes of the show, Barron identifies the most 
popular participants on this popular quiz show, all drawn from the general public, as young 
educated or self-educated men and women, in particular ‘modern girls’, and she focussed in 
particular on the case of Maria Luisa Garoppo. Known as the ‘Lollo of Casale’, Garoppo had 
clearly been selected by the RAI for her ‘maggiorata fisica’ figure and her intelligence (she 
was answering question on Greek theatre). However, when asked the usual question about 
her relationship status, instead of expressing the expected aspiration towards marriage, 
Garoppo suggested that she preferred her freedom. Her departure from the show, a result of 
the ensuing scandal, caused audience figures to drop. The case seems to demonstrate the 
limits of the power attributed to the ‘maggiorata fisica’, in this period and also to challenge 
the idea of the television viewer as passive and undiscerning, but it also serves as a reminder 
of how far we have moved from an era in which the RAI was unable and unwilling to give its 
audiences what they wanted in order to boost figures, to an era in which the elusive audience 
satisfaction appears to be something to which producers such as Sky Italia are coming closer. 



	

Figure	4	Cecilia	Penati	presents	on	early	television	audiences 

Our other parallel session, on ‘Pubblico ideale e reale dal dopoguerra in poi’, featured two 
papers that were in close dialogue with each other, by Paolo Noto (Bologna) and Andrea 
Minuz (Rome). Both papers focused on debates on the cinema-going public in the specialist 
press of the 1950s, a key decade both for the consolidation of popular taste, and for the 
attempts by the left to mould and construct that taste. Minuz drew upon inchieste in journals 
such as Rassegna del film, as well as major critical debates of the period involving key 
figures such as Vittorio Spinazzola, Guido Aristarco and Ugo Casiraghi to discuss whether 
the left’s intention was to understand popular taste or to elevate it. His Bourdieu-inspired 
reflections on the class-based nature of consumption itself, with particular regard to the 
relation between food and cinema-going, pointed a way forward in understanding the history 
of attempts to discipline the cinema-going subject. Paolo Noto, on the other hand, drew upon 
a broad range of journals, rotocalchi, and surveys to try to understand how the audience was 
represented and also how it represented itself. In the mania for surveying audiences that he 
identifies in the 1950s press, he picked out patterns, themes, positions and tropes, where 
paternalism went hand-in-hand with a sincere desire to understand the public, even when it is 
seen as feminized and infantile; the public’s problematic but enduring love of melodramas is 
evident even in a survey of films screened for female prisoners in the period in Le Mantellate 
prison in Rome. The final paper, by Francesca Monti (Milan), moved to the present day, 
investigating the Sale della Comunità in Milan, run by the Catholic Exhibitors’ Association 
ACEC. Monti’s paper looked at both the process of converting these screens to digital 
projection, and how this process can be read alongside testimonies of cinema managers that 
recount the sometimes old-fashioned strategies necessary to involve spectators in the space, 
involving cineforums, coffee mornings and a judicious approach to programming. In this way 



the Sale della Comunità negotiate technological change while continuing the heritage of the 
sala parocchiale.   

The conference drew fittingly to a close on these notes that brought together tradition 
and change, historical sources and new forms of spectatorship. We would also like to mention 
a delegate who was unable to come at the last minute, Federico Vitella, from Messina, 
whose work on spectatorship in the 1950s is very important, and whose paper on Italian fan 
letters to Katharine Hepburn in the 1950s would doubtless have shed new light on fan 
practices in the period. We would like to thank all those who assisted in the organization and 
running of the conference, especially colleagues at Brookes, our postgraduate assistants, Niki, 
Hannah, and Terezia, and all our delegates. It was wonderful to hear such an exciting range 
of papers, and to be present at such thoughtful, interesting and good-humoured discussion, 
both in the panels and outside them. We would also like to thank our keynote speakers, not 
only for their rich presentations, but also for chairing sessions, asking questions, and 
participating fully and warmly in debate.  

	

Figure	5	The	ICA	team:	l-r,	Sarah	Culhane,	Silvia	Dibeltulo,	Catherine	O'Rawe,	Liliana	Riccardi	(Unitre),	Daniela	Treveri	
Gennari,	Danielle	Hipkins,	Martina	Lovascio 

 


